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Welcome to the June 2016 issue of the Kent Environmental Council newsletter
The focus for KEC in 2016 is sustainable cities.

Overview: "Global Warming's Terrifying New Chemistry"
“Our leaders thought fracking would save our climate. They were wrong;
very wrong. It's possible that America's contribution to global warming
increased during the Obama years," wrote Bill McKibben in the April 11/18,
2016, issue of The Nation. The following is summarized and condensed
version of that article. Unless otherwise indicated, all quotations are of
McKibben.
New research from Harvard University using satellite data and ground Bill
observations concludes that the nation as a whole is leaking methane in
massive quantities. From 2002 to 2014, data show that U.S. methane
emissions increased by more than 30 percent, accounting for 30 percent to 60
percent of an enormous methane spike in the entire planet's atmosphere.

Bill McKibben

By targeting carbon dioxide (CO2), coal-fired power plants have begun to close across the
country. They have been replaced mostly with plants that burn natural gas, which is composed
primarily of methane. Natural gas produces roughlyone-half the carbon dioxide as does coal. The
new Harvard data and other aerial surveys suggest that our new natural gas infrastructure has
been "bleeding methane into the atmosphere in record quantities." Unburned methane is much
more efficient at trapping heat than is carbon dioxide.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency thought that methane was on the decline, like carbon
dioxide. They were "wrong. Very wrong." America's contribution to global warming actually
may have increased during the Obama years. This undercuts what we have been telling ourselves
and the rest of the world in our promises at the climate talks in Paris.
The Barack Obama administration paid attention to this research and, in March, reached an
agreement with Canada to begin the task of "staunching some of the leaks from the new gas
infrastructure." However, this does not address the core problem: the "rapid spread of fracking."
Both CO2 and methane are driving the great warming of our planet.

At first, the fracking boom offered Obama cuts to CO, improvement in the country's economy
and employment and cheap gas. In his 2012 address, Obama promised to cut the red tape to get
help to the new industry. Public research dollars "helped develop the technologies to extract all
this natural gas out of shale rock--reminding us that government support is critical in helping
businesses get new energy ideas off the ground." Not only the fossil-fuel industry helped sell
natural gas, but environmentalists joined in the effort. The Sierra Club and Robert Kennedy of
the Water Keeper Alliance backed the program initially.
With fracking in the Marcellus Shale occurring in heavily populated areas of Pennsylvania, Ohio
and New York, serious problems started to unfold. Josh Fox produced one of the classic
environmental documentaries of all time, Gasland. It became famous for its shot of a man
lighting on fire the methane flowing from his water faucet. The publicity New York Gov.
Andrew Cuomo to ban fracking and the Sierra Club to advocate more fiercely to use as little gas
as possible.
An important outcome of the public anger may be that it "attracted the attention of two Cornell
University scientists, Robert Howarth and Anthony Ingraffea. They decided to look more closely
at a question that had never received much attention: How much methane was invisibly being
leaked by these fracking operations?" When this odorless gas escapes into the air "before it can
be captured in a pipeline, or anywhere else before being used, it traps heat much more efficiently
than CO2." The Cornell scientists claimed that "even a small percentage of leaked methane, 3%,
would do more damage than coal." They estimated that somewhere between 3.6 percent and 7.9
percent of methane gas from shale-drilling operations "actually escapes into the atmosphere."
Their research was attacked at first, but the new Harvard study of satellite data over the past
decade, indicates that "U.S. methane emissions had spiked 30 percent since 2002" surprised the
EPA. Research data from Utah "found a 9% leakage of methane in some places." Even though in
other parts of the world, "cattle and wetlands seem to be causing emissions to accelerate, the
spike that the satellites recorded coincided almost perfectly with the era when fracking went big
time."
The EPA's methods, says Howarth, "assigned methane a heating value of 28 to 36 times that of
carbon dioxide; a more accurate figure is between 86 and 105 times the potency of CO2 over the
next decade or two." He added, "We closed coal plants and opened methane leaks, and the result
is things have gotten worse."
"One obvious conclusion from the new data is that we need to move very aggressively to plug as
many methane leaks as possible." Dan Lashof, a climate policy wonk, says, "The biggest
unfinished business for the Obama administration is to establish tight rules on methane emissions
from existing wells and drill sites." But this may be long after Obama's departure, and the fossilfuel industry has vowed to fight new regulations. However, "containing the leaks is easier said
than done." To detect this "invisible and odorless gas, you need special sensors to even measure
leaks." In addition, "the total seeping out from the millions of pipes, welds, joints and valves
across the country--especially the ones connected with fracking operations, which involve
exploding rock to create large, leaky pores" makes the task enormous. "Consider the cement
seals around drill pipes," says Harvard's Naomi Oreskes. "It sounds like it ought to be simple to
make a cement seal, but the phrase we finally fixed on is 'an unresolved engineering challenge.

The technical problem is that when you pour cement into a well and it solidifies, it shrinks. You
can get gaps in the cement. All wells leak."
In the same 10 years that fracking began, "the price of a solar panel has dropped at least 80
percent. Denmark can generate 42 percent of its power from the wind. New inventions have
come online, such as air-source heat pumps. One of the nastiest side effects of the fracking boom
is that the expansion of natural gas has undercut the market for renewables, keeping us from
putting up windmills and solar panels at the necessary pace."
"There are a few promising signs. Hillary Clinton has at least tempered her enthusiasm for
fracking some in recent debates, listing a series of preconditions she would insist on before new
projects were approved; Bernie Sanders, by contrast, has called for a moratorium on new
fracking." However, Clinton said in a recent position paper, "Natural gas has helped the U.S.
carbon emissions reach their lowest level in 20 years."
"Local environmentalists, from New York State to Tasmania, who have managed to enforce
fracking bans are doing as much for the climate as they are for their own clean water. That's
because fossil fuels are the problem in global warming--and fossil fuels don't come in good and
bad flavors. Coal and oil and natural gas have to be left in the ground. All of them."
--Swanny Voneida

Second Annual Edith Chase Symposium: Before the Well Runs Dry

The presenter for the second annual Edith Chase
Symposium was Julie Weatherington-Rice, Ph.D.
To view her PowerPoint presentation, go to
http://files.ctctcdn.com/79e5d256201/6ab5d6760e5e-4234-ba8a-0c0155ed75aa.pdf

--Lorraine McCarty

1Iris Meltzer, left, Julie Weatherington-Rice, center,
and Chris Mallin gather at the second annual Edith
Chase Symposium

Recycling Questions Answered
Kelsy Shackelford, education specialist from the Portage County Recycling District, answered
questions raised by KEC members to help us fine tune what we can recycle and how to do it:
Q: Can bottle caps be recycled?
A: If there is a good amount of liquid left in the bottle, we ask that you give it a quick rinse.
Then, if you could place the cap back on the bottle and place it in the container that would be
best.

Q: Can coated paper boxes for Silk and other such drinks, soup broth, juice boxes, butter, and
so on be recycled?
A: All are recyclable. But no juice pouches or straws, please. We do ask
that you rinse these out as best you can, especially the milk cartons.
Then, if you could place the cap back on the bottle and place it in the
container that would be best.
Q: Can shredded paper be recycled?
A: We ask that you place it in a paper bag if possible before putting into
the recycling bin. I will be honest, though. The best solution is to have
the paper shredded here at the district. This will ensure that your paper
is definitely recycled and not contaminated.
Q: What about coated paper bags for coffee, which are paper on the
outside and have wax on the inside? Are these recyclable? Or paper plates or cups that are
paper coated with something. Are these recyclable?
A: Unfortunately, none of these are recyclable. The coffee bags are considered more like a
wrapper and are hard to remake into anything. The paper plates and plastic plates are made
with such a low-grade material that they are hard to really make into anything else once broken
down. Also, the food/oils contaminate it and make it nonrecyclable. So this would also mean no
to-go cups/containers, Solo cups, candy-bar wrappers, and so on.
Q: What about foil/plastic coffee bags?
A: No, they are not recyclable because they are made with a very low-grade plastic that cannot
be broken down well in the remaking process.
Q: The new containers say that #1 through #7 plastics are recyclable. Is that correct?
A: We are accepting plastics #1 through #7 countywide. So, all townships, cities and villages can
put them in their containers.
Q: How about plastics that have no number on them?
A: It is a good rule of thumb that if there is no number on an item, that item is not recyclable.
However, that isn't always the case. On questionable items, it would be best to call into the
district and find out for sure if it accepted.
Thank you for your questions and wanting to clarify these issues. If you have any other
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Shackelford can be reached at 330-678-8808 or KShackelford@portageco.com.
--Lorraine McCarty

Mary Z. Greer Receives Award and Responds with Thanks
Lisa’s Presentation
One sustainability expert recently defined hope as
despair with its sleeves rolled up. For the past few years,
Mary Z. Greer has had her sleeves rolled up full time. She
has spent much of her retirement informing herself and
Portage County residents about the environmental
effects of the oil and gas industry. She helped form
Concerned Citizens of Ohio (CCO) with like-minded
individuals and together, Mary and Concerned Citizens of
Ohio have provided education and action, including wellMary Z. Greer, left, and Lorraine McCarty
water testing and data collection. This has assisted in
determining baseline levels of chemicals prior to new
fracking projects in Portage County. Mary and CCO have made many visits to county
commissioners and have written letters in support of issues such as chemical transparency for
first responders and more restrictions in the federal "Chemicals in Commerce Act." In the past
year, CCO has worked hard to support a moratorium on new injection wells in northeast Ohio
and, while the state has not supported this effort to date, the awareness of many people has
been raised. Mary's organizational skills, ability to study the intricacies of the problem and
reach out to make connections with others has allowed her to show how one person really can
make a difference. For all of these reasons and more, KEC is proud to recognize her with this
award.
Mary's Response
Thanks so much for the award last night. The dinner was a really lovely affair and getting the
Edith Chase award was a true honor.
Not ever knowing Edith well is one of my real regrets. I heard her at the Friday morning
breakfasts, was always impressed by her stack of newspaper clippings that kept everyone up to
date on water issues, and loved the twinkle in her eye and the kindness in her responses. But I
came too late to ever make her real acquaintance. Having an award with her name on it means
so much to me. I will never ever be the activist and informed person that she was here in Ohio.
But I will continue to be inspired by her persistence, passion, and commitment.
One of the best parts of all this activism is meeting people like all of you and counting you as my
friends. I feel honored way beyond what I feel I deserve. And a little more about the award
itself--this absolutely beautiful hickory bowl is a stunning, amazing work. I was completely
shocked when I opened the bag. It is a work of art, and I will always treasure it--this legacy of an
actual hickory tree, this evidence of your generosity, and this beautiful thing for us to have
here.

And one more digression--every year since we moved to Shalersville, I have tried to grow
hickory seedlings with no success. We are still trying to get at least one of every kind of Ohio
tree--and we have tried again this year, with six shagbark hickories. To have the bowl feels like
some sort of full-circle thing. So thanks so very much for it!! Wow.
Thanks again, and please be sure the others in the KEC and at the breakfast know how much I
appreciate all of you.
Mary

Kent River Day Draws Environmental Enthusiasts
River Day was again successful in highlighting our appreciation of the Cuyahoga River, water
sources and the environment. The new Farmer's Market manager, Andrew Rome, was very
accommodating and found space for us to again be at the
Farmer's Market.
The Kent Environmental Council tent provided posters and
other information about the importance of ground water,
using it within appropriate limits to make sure towns have
sufficient water to survive, and keeping it clean for future
generations. Surface water also is important, and we can all
help with this by not dumping chemicals or animal waste on
the ground, because all pollutants eventually drain into the
river.

Ann Ward, left, and Lorraine
McCarty

Ann Ward, left, and Lorraine McCarty

The Kent Parks and Recreation Department tents provided a venue to distribute trees and
seeds to those interested in receiving them, as well as children's projects. Lynn Vogel from the
Portage County Soil and Water Conservation District (PCSW) picked out the tree seedlings we
gave away and selected River Birch, Paw Paw, Hazelnut, Black Walnut, Spice Bush, White Pine
and Red Osier Dogwood. The trees were donated by the
city of Kent and PCSW. They also had extra milkweed
seeds, donated by Ohio Prairie Nursery last year, which
were kept cold so they would remain viable. Catherine
Ricks from Kent Parks and Recreation helped people pick
out a tree or a shrub and then have Jeffrey Terleckyj, a
Boy Scout, talk to them about his Eagle Scout project on
how to properly water and grow new trees using an
irrigation bucket. He created a flyer on how to make an
Catherine Ricks talks to Heidi Shafer at
irrigation bucket for those who got the trees.
the Parks and Recreation booth

Eric Gorczynski, an environmental technician from Kent Service Department, talked about the
importance of prevention with mosquito-awareness information. He brought larvae for people
to see. Jerry Gubanich, consultant with Kent's storm water program, shared information on rain
barrels, storm-water awareness and river clean-up events.
Ricks also brought a painted turtle, a box turtle, tadpoles
and hands-on activities with napping turtles, mussels and
beavers, which all the children found fascinating. Ricks also
had several crafts and the Cuyahoga River watershed canvas
for children to put their footprint on. Everyone who stopped
at the booth earlier in the day was interested in the "edible
trees" and the concept of an Ohio native edible riparian tree
being part of the new wave of farming and watershed care.

Cody Stoll from Kent Parks and
Recreation holds a turtle

An afternoon workshop was held by Lynn Vogel of the PCSW about
edible riparians--edible plants that can be grown near river banks to help
filter storm water before it reaches the river. The participants did a taste
test before the talks from experts about using the plants that were given
out to all 50 participants, ranging from small farmers to community
residents. The presenters were all very professional, detailed and
passionate about using these food plants to keep the rivers clean. KEC
grant money helped to purchase the plants given to participants and
when we get a full report, more information will be in the
newsletter. Terleckyj made 50 irrigation buckets that were distributed to
the workshop participants.

Boy Scout Jeffrey
Terleckyj holds an
irrigation bucket

Kent Parks and Recreation's student day, one day before River Day, went very well. The Ohio
Department of Natural Resources did fish shocking and shared hands-on river ecology. The
diversity of the fish the ODNR were able to catch and show to the students was used to teach
them not only about the fish but the importance of keeping the river clean. The students
walked along the river's edge, and staff shared the value of the riparian corridor and pointed
out invasive plant species along the trail. KEC shared storm-water testing, turtles, mussels,
amphibians, and signs of beavers, and told stories of otters and blue herons fishing. The Kent
State University Adventure Center brought life jackets and kayaks so the students could learn
about water safety and recreation.
--Lorraine McCarty

Wind Power Garnering Congressional Support with Bill Amendment
Today, wind power supplies enough electricity for 19 million homes. Diversifying our energy
with more homegrown wind energy is essential. It will grow our economy, strengthen U.S.
energy independence and build a better future for our families. Wind energy is clean energy.
Costs have dropped 66 percent in the last six years, so it is competitive. And it will never run
out.
The U.S. Senate voted to pass an amendment to increase the funding level of the Department
of Energy Wind Energy Program by a vote of 54 to 42. Nearly every Democrat and 12
Republicans voted for the amendment, underscoring the broad
bipartisan support that wind power continues to enjoy.
The additional funding provided by the amendment could be
used for research and development in the following areas:
Improved wind resource understanding: Researchers are
learning more about how wind energy is affected by complex
weather, variable terrain and downwind wakes from the
turbines so future wind farms can be better laid out and so the
turbine designs take all these factors into account.
Integrating renewable energy on the grid: Department of Energy (DOE) studies have shown
how more and more wind power can be added to the mix. In Iowa, for instance, the state
surpassed 30 percent wind and is headed for 40 percent. But more transmission and
interconnections are vital along with a multiyear plan to modernize the power grid.
Advanced technology and components: Further advances in drivetrains, taller towers, longer
blades, and better controls and sensors have enormous potential to drive down costs and
increase reliability even further, both on land and offshore.
Siting turbines for the benefit of wildlife: The wind industry invests millions of dollars a year
and collaborates with federal and state officials and conservation groups to study how wind
turbines and wildlife interact. The DOE's research has already addressed radar issues and now
can benefit birds and bats while allowing for more and more clean energy.

Offshore wind demonstration projects: Along with land-based wind research, offshore
research is valuable for fostering the development of a brand-new energy sector in the United
States.
As of April 28, the Senate still needed to vote on the amended energy and water appropriations
bill, and the full House of Representative has yet to vote on its version of the legislation. But
this is an important step forward for wind power. For more information and to see how you

can help, go to The Power of Wind: Clean Homegrown Energy Today.
Source: The Power of Wind
Editor's note: The U.S. Department of Energy has awarded a third grant for $3.7 million to Lake
Erie Energy Development Corp. for engineering work on offshore wind research and
development on the proposed 20- megawatt demonstration wind farm in Lake Erie. This grant
depends on a partnership Between LEED-Co and the Norwegian wind developer who is
providing a $1.9 million cost share (and is not dependent on the legislation discussed in the
above article). Source: Record-Courier, May 24, 2016
--Jim Geisey and Lorraine McCarty

New Products Clean the Air
Elegant Embellishments is a research and designmanufacturing studio, initiating environmental research topics
that have the potential to be realized as catalog-ready
building products.
They are currently producing smog-eating facade panels to
combat the effects of low-level pollution in cities and are in
development with a new carbon-negative material made from
atmospheric CO2. To learn more, go to
http://www.elegantembellishments.net/about-1/ .

Save the Date
Kent Heritage Festival
Date: Saturday, July 2
Time: 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
Location: Downtown Kent
Other Information:
Craft and food vendors, entertainment, car show, ducks over the falls, live music and fireworks,
children's play area and more!

The Environment in the News
Earth Shatters 12th Straight Heat Record
Akron Beacon Journal - May 19, 2016
A combination of global warming and El Nino are pushing temperatures
higher, shattering heat records (April was one-half degree higher than
ever before) and leaving the planet "stuck on high." The last month that
was not
record hot was April 2015. The last month Earth was not hotter than the 20th-century average
was December 1984, and the last time Earth set a monthly cold record was December 1915,
almost a hundred years ago. And more heat meant low snow levels (890,000 square miles
below the 30-year average) for the northern hemisphere. The current El Nino is fading, but for
2016 so far, we are .81 degrees warmer than 1998. Climate change definitely has an impact.
The first four months of 2016 are half a degree warmer than 2015, and 2016 is predicted to be
the hottest year on record for the third straight year. Andrew Dressler, a climate change
scientist at Texas A&M University says that all this "indicates that we're entering uncharted
climate territory (for modern human society)."
Americans Need to Take More Interest in Global Warming
Akron Beacon Journal - April 21, 2016
Over the past 40 years, weather has improved for the average American. Winters have warmed
by one degree a decade and only a seventh of a degree a decade in the summer. This has lulled
us into complacency about the impact of climate change in other parts of the world and to its
other major impacts on people, such as droughts, floods, heavy rainfalls, rising sea levels, food
and water scarcity, and the spread of insect-borne diseases. Some people say that political
preferences, more than weather preferences, tend to be the reason for people's perspectives
on climate change.
175 Countries Agree to Climate Accord
Akron Beacon Journal - April 23, 2016
Record-Courier - April 23, 2016
This landmark climate accord signed in Paris by 175 countries is a key step forward, but
continuing action in needed to fight global warming. According to U.N. Secretary General Ban
Ki-moon, "The era of consumption without consequences is over." The agreement will enter
into force when 55 countries representing at least 55 percent of global emissions have formally
joined accord. This process was expected to take until 2020, but observers now think it could
happen later this year. China, the world's top carbon emitter, stated it would finalize domestic
procedures to ratify the agreement before September, and the United States, the secondlargest emitter, reiterated its intention to ratify this year, as did Canada, Mexico, France and
Australia. Others emitters that also have indicated their efforts to joining soon include the
European Union and 48 of the least developed countries. Analysts say that if the agreement
enters into force before President Barack Obama leaves office in January, it would be more

complicated for his successor to withdraw from the deal because the withdrawal would take
four years under the agreement's rules. Secretary of State John Kerry says that "the power of
this agreement is what it is going to do to unleash the private sector."
Hudson to Open Solar Training Center
Akron Beacon Journal - April 18, 2016
The new facility will be used to educate first responders, utility workers, residents about the
science and benefits of solar energy and teach the community about solar energy generation.
The facility will have 55 solar roof panels and 10 ground panels, which will generate up to 50
percent of the building's daily needs. First responders will learn how to deal with solar panels
on roof structures they are engaging, and Hudson Public Power employees will learn to deal
with solar panel customers, whose ranks are growing. Hudson officials also hope this facility will
attract residents and businesses who appreciate a community focused on sustainable energy.
Data from the solar panels on the city's website will allow officials and residents the ability to
monitor the data in real time.
Regulator Halts OK of Utility Guarantee
Akron Beacon Journal - April 29, 2016
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has blocked Ohio's approval of profit guarantees
for FirstEnergy and AEP, saying that the utility companies need federal approval for the plans,
which the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency approved in March. The companies secured
the deal saying they needed the deal to save jobs, the company and electric rates. In the first
quarter, however, they acknowledged that the two coal-fired plants--W.H. Sammis and Davis
Bessie--had made a profit. The ruling puts the decision on hold until the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency has a chance to rule on the matter, and the EPA sets a fairly high bar to be
met. New rates set by the companies will not include money to support these plants at this
time.
Fracking Produces Lion's Share of Natural Gas
Akron Beacon Journal - May 7, 2016
Fracking produces two-thirds of natural gas in the United States, according to the U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA), which notes that an estimated 300,000 fracked wells produce
about 53 billion cubic feet of natural gas every day. Nonfracked wells produce about 25 billion
cubic feet per day. In 2000, fracked wells accounted for only 7 percent of U.S. production, with
26,000 wells producing 3.6 billion cubic feet per day, while nonfracked wells produced 50 billion
cubic feet per day. Utica Shale in eastern Ohio and Marcellus Shale in West Virginia and
Pennsylvania are among the biggest producers in the United States. The EIA says that fracked
wells also produce about half of U.S. oil.
Liquid Drilling Wastes Rising
Akron Beacon Journal - May 26, 2016
Ohio's injection volume is up nearly 42.8 percent in 2015 from 2014, made known to the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources because additional fees are being paid in 2016. The increase
from 28.8 million 42-gallon barrels announced in March is now up to 31.4 million barrels as of

May 20--enough to fill almost 2,000 Olympic-size swimming pools with shale waste. Of the
updated totals, 16.6 million gallons are from Ohio, and 14.8 million gallons are from other
states. Ohio can do little to block these out-of-state wastes because they are protected as
interstate commerce by the U.S. Constitution. Efforts by northeast Ohio county commissioners
and Concerned Citizens Ohio to get the state to agree to a proposed moratorium on new
injection wells failed from lack of support.
Kent Gateway Adds Chargers for E-Vehicles
Record-Courier - April 20, 2016
Three electric vehicle (EV) stations, the first in downtown Kent, will make it possible for drivers
of electric cars to charge their vehicles while enjoying downtown Kent. The garage is wired for
three more EV chargers that can be installed as the need for them grows. The ChargePoint
stations are supplied by EV Solutions. There will be no charge to use them for now for clients
who register with ChargePoint, but there is a fee for cars left plugged in for more than eight
hours. For others, the cost is 49 cents per kilowatt hour. There are several thousand
ChargePoint stations around the country and several hundred in Ohio.
National Park Takes Inventory
Akron Beacon Journal - May 22, 2016
Efforts b A Cuyahoga Valley National Park scientist and volunteers successfully inventoried the
plants and animals in the parks first BioBlitz, one of 126 across the country held by the National
Park Services, marking its 100th anniversary, and cosponsored by the National Geographic
Society. The Cuyahoga Valley had the most observers and the most observations of any of these
other park units. The park recorded 3,440 observations of 657 species of plants, birds, fish,
butterflies, reptiles, frogs, spiders, insects, algae, mosses, lichens, moths and bats. More may
be uploaded in coming days. Data and photographs are available online.
Hiram Township Discusses Park Plans
Record-Courier - April 27, 2016
The township purchased a 29.8 acre property last year. A small part will be used for a salt shed
and a helipad, but the rest will be used as a natural park area for public use. The community is
applying for a community development block grant through the Portage Community Regional
Planning as well as a Nature Works grant for a pavilion and should know soon if they receive a
small grant from the Hiram Community Trust for a footbridge at the park's hiking entrance.
Three Farms to Show How to Reduce Fertilizer Runoff
Record-Courier - April 25, 2016
Three farms near Findlay, Ohio, are to be demonstration sites to show farmers how to reduce
fertilizer runoff that feeds harmful algae in Lake Erie. This project, known as the Blanchard River
Demonstration Farms Network, is sponsored by the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's Natural Resources Conservation Service. Systems will be installed
at the farms to monitor input and output, including annual fertilizer application rates and
fertilizer levels.

Tainted Well Has Base Weighing Water Options
Akron Beacon Journal - May 24, 2016
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base faces Ohio Environmental Protection Agency orders to deal
with contamination of a drinking water well with contamination concerns. A health advisory
notice has gone out for infants and pregnant or lactating women to use other water sources.
The advisory cannot be lifted until monitoring data show that contamination levels have
decreased to safe levels. The base is providing bottled water for now. The base has four other
wells, and base officials are concerned that shutting down this contaminated well down will
affect their fire suppression system. The water has been shown to exceed a newly set federal
threshold for perfluorooctane, or PFO, which is a fire-suppressant foam. The OEPA is hoping
that shutting down the well will permanently eliminate the contamination. The water is said to
be safe for other adults to drink.
Ortho to Fix Products Linked to Bee Declines
Akron Beacon Journal - April 13, 2016
Ortho announced that it will no longer use the class of chemical believed to harm bees. As
concerns about the health of the insects that pollinate a many of the plants that people eat, the
company will phase out neonicotinoides, which attack the central nervous system of insects, by
2021 in eight of its products used to control garden pests and diseases. About one-third of the
human diet food comes from insect-pollinated food, and honeybees pollinate 80 percent of
that.
This Stings: Winter Death Rate for America's Bees Up
Record-Courier - April 11, 2016 and NPR - May 11, 2016
An annual survey of beekeepers shows that the winter colony loss rate for the bee colony was
up 28 percent, an increase from 22 percent last year but lower than the peak rate of 36 percent
nine years ago. So bees continue to not de well beyond what is normal (17 percent). The survey
includes 5,756 beekeepers, or about 35 percent of the 2.7 million commercial colonies. About a
quarter of the American diet comes from plants pollinated by honeybees. Even more alarming
is that the summer colony death rate (collected for only three years) is now matching the
winter colony death rate. For 2015 to 2016, the overall death rate was 44 percent. Reasons for
these losses worsening may be varroa mites, which can carry many viruses and suppress
immunity. Other causes include pesticides, disease, poor nutrition and food supply.
Davis-Bessee Nuclear Plant Back in Service
Akron Beacon Journal - May 11, 2016
This nuclear plant has returned to service after its refueling and maintenance shutdown that
began March 26 and facilitated the replacement of one-third of the 177 fuel assemblies and
inspection of its steam turbines, which were found to be operating at industry-leading levels
during their first cycle of operation. The 908-megawatt plant is currently operating at 45
percent and will reach full power in a week.

Report Says Nexus Plan Would Hurt City of Green
Akron Beacon Journal - May 6, 2016
Four professors at Cleveland State University have prepared a report for the city of Green in
which they contend that Nexus Pipeline will cost the city and Green schools about $113 million
over 50 years through lost commercial and industrial growth and expansion opportunities that
would not take place. Additionally, residential properties near the pipeline would be devalued
and lose an estimated $52 million, which would mean the schools would lose $61 million. The
city is asking that the pipeline be rerouted southward to a more rural route, so the city is not
disproportionately impacted. The company involved with the pipeline disagreed with the
report, its methodology, and its conclusions, saying that pipelines (especially natural gas
pipelines) do not pose any significant impact to property values and that the availability of
nearby energy infrastructure will lead to 5,325 new jobs and more than $565 million in wages
and $697 million in total economic activity in Ohio.
Added Acreage Boosts Hiram Nature Preserve
Record-Courier - March 17, 2016
A total of 221 acres have been added to the James Barrow Field station at Hiram College,
raising the field station preserve to more than 530 acres of forest and wetlands. This
conservation easement was granted though the city of Akron through the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency's Water Pollution Control Loan fund, which allows the city to compensate for
disrupting ecosystems elsewhere. The field station is used for active research and education.
According to the Western Reserve Land Conservancy, the property includes habitats unique to
Ohio, including wetland, more than 4,600 linear feet of primary headwater streams, and the
second largest uncut maple-beech forest in Ohio. In addition, the area houses long-distance
migratory birds on the national and state protected species list along with a few four-legged
creatures. Used by academic programs and citizen scientists to understand, monitor and work
with conservation, the area also contains a visitor's center with exhibits of 17 species of animals
and 10 species of frogs native to Ohio.
Gardeners Can Boost Butterflies
Akron Beacon Journal - April 23, 2016
Butterflies, like bees, are suffering from die-off. But anybody--gardener or butterfly lover, can
help, whether you have a large plot or a small one. Every little bit helps. Federal protection is
being sought for the monarch butterfly, the population of which has plunged 90 percent in
North America in the past 20 years, much of it possibly the result of the 165 million acres of
habitat, an area about the size of Texas, and the near elimination in farm fields of milkweed,
which is the exclusive food of monarch caterpillars. So diversify your home habitat, and plant
pollinator gardens that include milkweed, and emphasize nectar plants that bloom year round.
Butterfly gardens should be located where they get at least six hours of daily sun and should
contain at least four annual, biennial or perennial species and at least 10 milkweed plants of
two or more types. But beware of the butterfly bush, which has been listed as a noxious weed
in several states.

OEPA Grants Fund Trucks for Recycling District, Habitat
Record-Courier - May 12, 2016
The Portage County Solid Waste Management District has received a $203,280 grant from the
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency. Of this total, $172,590 will be used to buy a new frontload automated truck for the recycling district. Matching funds of $164,100 will be provided by
the district. The other $30,690 will be used toward the purchase of a lift-gate truck for Habitat
for Humanity of Portage County. Habitat will provide a match of $15,810.

Anti-Oil Protests Are Heating Up
Akron Beacon Journal - May 15, 2016
Hundreds of climate activists marched to the site of two refineries in the northwest part of the
state of Washington. They called for a break from fossil fuels. A smaller group continues to
block railroad tracks leading to the facilities for a second day.
Mining Clean-Up Could Be Thrust Upon Taxpayers
Akron Beacon Journal - March 16, 2016
Chapter 11 bankruptcy papers were filed by the financially troubled Peabody coal mines, some
of the top producing mines in the United States. While the company says the filing does not
change Peabody's commitment to ongoing reclamation or to ongoing talks with the states and
federal government about long-term bonding obligations, advocacy groups warn that the
recent bankruptcy of several companies, including Arch Goal and Alpha Natural Resources,
could make taxpayers responsible for billions of dollars if a wave of coal-mine closures occurs.
Some of the companies have negotiated self-bonding, which allows them to pay for mine cleanup in lieu of posting bond for mine reclamation up front. Peabody has more than $1 billion in
self-bonding obligations, and the self-bonding in the top 12 coal-producing states is more than
$3 billion. Three quarters of Peabody's $1 billion would cover only three mines in Wyoming,
with mines in Illinois, Indiana, Colorado and New Mexico still needing to be covered.
--Summarized by Lorraine McCarty

KEC Membership—Become a KEC Member Today
We welcome anyone who wants to join the Kent Environmental Council and support our
efforts. If you are already a member, you will be receiving a reminder of renewal by mail the
month before the expiration date for your dues. Remember, dues are the main source of
income for KEC. We need your support to do our work.
Just send in your name, address, phone, email address and your check made payable to: Kent
Environmental Council and mail to:
KEC
P.O. Box 395
Kent, OH 44240.
To join or renew online with PayPal, go to kentenvironment.org/Membership. Membership
levels are $45, Sustaining; $35, Family; $25, Individual; $15, Golden Buckeye; $10, Student;
$500, Lifetime; and $200, Organization. KEC dues are not tax deductible because the
organization has a 501(c)(4) status.

Find us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/KentEnvironment

